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Data S1. Binding sites for RBPs near truncated short forms. Relates to Figure 2.
(A-D) Browser tracks for RBP binding sites in the introns of the genes sog, NetA, sca, and Pka-C3 identified using RBPmap (Paz
et al., 2014) that are common to all four genes, with the 19 that are present in a temporally relevant context. Intron sequence within
~1kb of the truncation for each point was scanned for all 19 RBPs. Height of peaks indicates strength of binding site, with highest
peaks indicating perfect matches to consensus site. Red arrows denote the truncation point from 3’ RACE. Smaller wide views of
gene models below show Sxl sites for the 10kb surrounding the truncation point, with the red box indicating zoomed browser track
above. Sxl is the only RPB statistically enriched in the sequences analyzed using the AME software search algorithm (McLeay and
Bailey, 2010). Enrichment was determined by the algorithm randomly shuffling input sequences while maintaining dinucleotide
frequencies of the original sequences, and scanning for the same motifs.
Mutated Sxl binding sites in the sog mut.Sxl line are marked with red asterisks (A).
